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Abstract

This review shortly summarized bio-medical activities of purine alkaloids, caffeine (caf), theophyline (top) and theobromine (tob). Caffeine potentiates the cytotoxicity of a variety of DNA damaging agents. Caffeine increased antitumor activity of some cancerostatic drugs. Caffeine inhibits the carcinogenic activity of cigarette smoke, significantly potentiating the therapeutic effect of acetaminophenol, cyclophosphamide, enhances lipid oxidation, affects the central nervous system and alters cardiovascular system. Theophyline has expressive anti-inflammatory and antiasthmatic effect, and enhanced mobilization of lipid reduces the brain regional adenylate cyclase activity, facilitates glucose inhibition. Theophyline is muscle relaxant, vasodilator, diuretic and cardiac stimulant. Theobromine increases antitumor activity of adriamycin and doxorubicin, has expressive anti-inflammatory effect and it is classical diureticum. Several examples of caffeine with some organic substrates as well as with copper are also outlined. Increasing activity of the respective drugs in the present of the purine alkaloids can be ascribed to direct interaction as was proved by X-ray data of some caffeine adducts with organic substances as well as Cu(II) complexes.
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1. Introduction

Alkaloids are most fascinating organic compounds and many researches pay great attention to them. Purine alkaloids are chosen from the wide range of alkaloids. Purine alkaloids, caffeine, theophyline and theobromine are well known and daily consuming by man. The purine alkaloids possess pharmacological properties as therapeutic agents with a wide variety of activity. In spite of the fact, that from the structural point of view: caffeine (1,3,7-trimethylxantine), theophyline (1,3-dimethylxantine) and theobromine (3,7-dimethylxantine) are very similar, their bio-medical activities are differing, for example, diuretic effect increases in the order: caffeine < theophy-
line < theobromine but in the same order the effects on CNS rapidly decrease. A thorough understanding of the geometric and electronic structure of the alkaloids is clearly essential in efforts to elucidate receptor structure and function on design new pharmaceuticals (Scheme 1).

The reason of the improving bio-medical activity of drugs in the present of the purine alkaloids will be discussed.

2. Bio-Effect of Purine Alkaloids

2.1. Activity of Caffeine (Caf)

Caffeine may be enhancing the tumoricidal effect of anticancer drugs, resp. DNA—damaging agents and possibly may aid in overcoming natural drug resistance [1]. An ionizing radiation and alkylating agents to potentiate the cytotoxic effects of caf on DNA damage agents [2]. Shoyab [3] proposed that the antitumorigenic effect of caffeine may be related to its ability to inhibit the binding of active metabolites of carcinogens to cellular DNA. Traganos et al. [4] potentiate the cytotoxicity of a variety of DNA damaging agents presumably by reducing the ability of the cells to repair potentially lethal lesions and may pay a more general role to protecting cells against planar aromatic molecules such as intercalating agents. Therefore caffeine may be considered in designing strategies to modulate the activity of the intercalating drugs in vivo, e.g. in lowering drug toxicity when inadvertently applied at too bright doses [5]. The combination of caffeine with adriamycin can significantly increase the in vivo antitumor activity of this agent without increasing its side effect [6]. The effect of caffeine on adriamycin concentration in the cell plays an important role in the mechanism by which caffeine enhances adriamycin antitumor activity [7]. Also acts as a biochemical modulator of adriamycin [8]. The combination of adriamycin, cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2, and caffeine showed partial response, and caffeine did not increase the mild effect of anticancer drugs [9]. Caffeine reduced the inhibitory effect of pirarubicin on the incorporation of thymine into DNA and uridine into RNA in cells [10]. Inhibit post replication repair of both UV and chemically induced damage in DNA lesions caused by cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 [11]. Induction of DNA fragmentation during G2+M phase by caffeine modulates the cytotoxicity of cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 in human osteosarcoma cells (strain) and the antitumor effect of cis-platinum on transplanted osteosarcoma in athymic since [12] [13]. Caffeine enhanced the antitumor activity of doxorubicin with increasing doxorubicin concentration in tumors in vivo [14]. Caffeine is an inhibitor of DNA repair [15]. Caffeine inhibited the carcinogenic action of cigarette smoke condensate fraction before application [16]. The concomitant consumption of caffeine and cigarette constitutes a higher risk for the developing fetus [17]. Caffeine also potentiate the activity of cyclophosphamide [18]. Caffeine decreased the paracetamol induced hepatic toxicity [19] [20]. Caffeine significantly potentiate the therapeutic potential of acetaminophen in man [21]. Anderson et al. [22] found that caffeine increases plasma epinephrine, cold increases oxygen consumption and carbohydrate metabolism, while decreasing lipid metabolism, Nishiyama et al. [23] found that caffeine also induced enhanced lipid oxidation as shown by the significantly lower respiratory gas exchange ratio and increases in diastolic blood pressure during exercise. The results showed that caffeinated beverages have a potential to be useful supplements to the prescription of exercise for individuals who experience a depressed activity of the autonomic nervous system. Caffeine affects the central nervous system to binding to adenosine receptors, and it has acute and chronic dose dependent, effects on brain fraction [24]. Caffeine also showed the rate of compensatory sleep after sleep deprivation, as indexed by the duration of sleep states and sleep continuity [25]. Caffeine also alters cardiovascular dynamics by augmenting arterial blood pressure [26]. The secretory effect of caffeine due to mobilization of calcium from an intracellular calcium pool [27]. High caffeine intake may predispose to cortical bone loss from the proximal femur [28]. Kawaga et al. [29] found, that caffeine facilitates the conversion of allopurinol to oxopurinol and produces high plasma level of oxopurinol in man. Valdes et al. [30] found that when caffeine intake during the gestational and lactation period by their
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dams and the growing period of pups affect the maxillary components of their offspring. The stimulating action of caffeine depends on the level and source of arousal [31].

2.2. Activity of Theophyline (Top)

Biological activity of theophyline also covers wide variety and will be shortly resented. Ito et al. [32] found that the low dose of theophyline exerts an anti-asthma effect through increasing activation of HDAC which is subsequently recruited by corticosteroids to suppress inflammatory genes. Sagara et al. [33] also confirmed that top has anti-inflammatory activity which is pertinent to the treatment of bronchial asthma, when is added to bronchodilator actions. Top decreases the natural sputum eosinophil chemolactic activity present in asthmatic [34]. Taheuchi et al. [35] found that top is able to induce apoptosis of the IL-3-activated eosinoplies in patient with bronchial asthma, and that its clinical effectiveness may be due to the reduction of inflammatory cells in the airway. Small dose of top inhibited platelet-activating factor receptor mRNA expression in asthma blood lymphatic cells [36]. Changquan et al. [37] used top as therapeutic agent for the treatment of asthma. Pediatric asthma can be treatment by top even at low concentration [37]. Top suppresses that production of proinflammatory cytokines via inhibitor of NF-κB activation through protection of the IB protein [38]. Top treatment caused a significant increase in renal and muscle carnitine palmitoyltransferase activity [39] [40]. Top also enhanced mobilization of lipid from adipose tissues, which consequently stimulated an increased carnitine transport into the kidney tissues to from fatty acyl-carnitine groups for subsequent oxidation inside the mitochondria [41]. Oral top administration (100 mg/kg/day) changes the levels of carnitine in plasma and tissues and increases the activity of carnitine acetyltransferase in the cardiac tissues of rats [42].

Mandal and Poddar found [43] that top under no tolerant condition produced region specific inhibition of adenylate cyclase activity and hence central adenosynergic activity which may be a resultant effect of heterogeneous distribution of extra cellular adenosine receptor (A1 and A2) of different brain regions and also the availability of adenosine for interaction to the intracellular receptor sites (P-site) under this condition. Development of tolerance to top may reduce the brain regional adenylate cyclase activity by increasing the A1 receptor population and hence may stimulate the central adenosynergic activity. Effects of xantine derivatives on phosphatydylcholine secretion in rat were studied by Omura et al. [44]. Top increased the PC secretion the Co-culture of type II pneumocytes and activated eosinophils through the inhibition of phosphodiesterases of the antagonism of adenosine reduced AMP stimulation and facilitated glucose inhibition [45]. Long term top treatment may potentiate or suppress the immune response, depending on the dose, through the tissue (liver/spleen/thymus) specific modulation of adenosine deaminase activity and plasma corticosterone status [46]. Top therapy at optimal doses may not exert adverse side effects on bone homeostasis, but patients receiving supratherapeutic doses of top should be under close exams, in order to periodic future bone mass status [47]. Heparin and top in the medium are effective in activating metabolic enzymes, maintaining longer sperm mobility, and efficiently inducing hyper activated sperm even of the sperm of asthenozoosperma [48].

Top increased serum glucocorticoid levels in a dose-dependent manner [49] top used as a muscle relaxant or vasodilator [50]. Top is also effective as a diuretic and cardiac stimulant [51]. Top has a high ulcer score, increase the development of dental caries and this effect may be related to organism, alternation of salivary components [52].

2.3. Activity of Theobromine (Tob)

Tob inhibited adriamycin efflux in vitro, increased the antitumor activity of adriamycin and the concentration of adriamycin in tumors [8]. Tob increased the concentration of adriamycin in the tumor without any effects on that in the heart and the liver [53]. Tob inhibited the doxorubicin efflux from tumor cells, increased the doxorubicin concentration in a tumor, and enhanced the antitumor effect of doxorubicin [54]. Tob greatly suppressed urethane-induced tumorigenesis and teratogenesis, whereas top did not [55]. Tob as well as top produced high anti-inflammatory activity against acute inflammation induced by acetic acid while caf showed no significant effect [56]. Tob and caf differentiated normally developing sommiferous cords made up of Sertoli and germ cells, soon followed by the differentiation of functionally active Leyding cells appearing in the newly formed interstitum [57]. The ratio of tob/caf has effect on hepatic human flavin monooxygenase 3 activity [58]. Tob significantly increased the mouse’s ambulatory activity [59].
3. Interactions of Caffeine with Copper

It is well known, that caffeine possessing pharmacological behaviors as a therapeutic agent with analeptic activity. Several crystal structures of caffeine with organic substrates have been determined, 5-chlorosalicylic acid [60], barbital [61] [62] and also the hydrochloridedihydrate [63]. A few crystal structures of copper (II) complexes with caffeine have been also described. In two examples triaqua (caffeine) nitratocopper (II) nitrate [64] and aqua (caffeine) dichlorocopper (II) [65], the copper(II) atoms are five coordinated. In our lab was prepared di (caffeine) tetrakis (naproxenato) dicopper (II) complex [66]. The compound is binuclear with square pyramidal geometry at each copper(II) centre. Similar binuclear structure of di (caffeine) tetrakis (2-bromopropionato) dicopper (II) [67] as those in [66] was obtained. In copper(II) complexes the caffeine directly coordinated to Cu(II) atom via N donor atom.

It was found [68] that the copper(II) carboxylates and their caffeine adducts exhibit considerable biological activity especially against bacteria G+ (S. aureus) than that against bacteria G (E. coli). The complexes have also caused an increase of inhibition activity against model fungi [69]. For the purpose indicating mechanism of action of Cu(2-MeSnic)2(nia)2(H2O)2 with biosynthesis of nucleic acids and proteins has been monitored [67]. Effect of copper(II) carboxylates and their caffeine adducts on glycolysis respiration processes and cell membranes of the Ehrlich ascite carcinoma are in progress now.

4. Conclusions

This review shortly summarized bio-medical activities of purine alkaloids. Caf potentiates the cytotoxicity of a variety of DNA damaging agents. The carcinogenic activity of cigarette smoke was inhibited. The cytotoxicity of some cancerostatic drugs, for example, cisplatin, pirarubicin, adriamycin, was enhanced. Caf decreases the paracetamol-induced hepatic toxicity, significantly potentiating the therapeutic effect of acetaminophenol, cyclophosphamide, enhances lipid oxidation, affects the central nervous system and also alters cardiovascular system.

Top has expressive anti-inflammatory and anti-asthmatic effect, enhances mobilization of lipid, has an influence on the levels of carnitine in plasma, reduces the brain regional adenylate cyclase activity, participates glucose inhibition and suppresses the immune response. Top increases serum glucocorticoide level, is muscle relaxant, vasodilator, diuretic and cardiac stimulant, and has high ulcer score and development of dental caries.

Tob increases antitumor activity of adriamycin and doxorubicin, and suppresses urethane. It is classical diuretic and expressive anti-inflammatory effect. Bio-medical activity of the respective drugs in the present of the purine alkaloids can be ascribed to the direct interaction between the drugs and the alkaloids via the N-donor atom.
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